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An essential volume for anyone interested in the history of sociology, the development of

sociological theory, or the history of women in the profession, this well-researched, compellingly

argued book makes the case for the active and significant presence of women in the creation of

sociology and social theory in its founding and classic periods. Further, Lengermann and Niebrugge

explain how the women came to be erased from the history of sociology and identify the political

and intellectual currents that now make their recovery both possible and important. The volume

focuses on 15 women in eight chapters. Each chapter begins with a biographical sketch situating

each thinker's ideas in a historical, social, and cultural context. Next, the authors analyze the

woman's theory, summarizing its underlying assumptions, explicating its major themes, and

introducing key vocabulary. The chapter concludes with excerpts from the original texts of the

women founders. All the theories discussed in this text share a moral commitment to the idea that

sociology should and could work for the alleviation of socially produced human pain. The ethical

duty of the sociologist is to seek sound scientific knowledge, to refuse to make the knowledge an

end in itself, to speak for the disempowered, to advocate social reform, and to never forget that the

appropriate relationship between researcher and subject is one of mutuality.
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"This is the most important book in my class on classical sociological theory. There is no way I could

provide the information and education this book includes if I had to dig it all up myself. So few theory

texts pay sufficient attention to the theorists covered in The Women Founders. It's a godsend.

Indispensable." -- Ivy Kennelly, George Washington University "Excellent and well-needed addition

to the sociology curriculum." -- Pamela Wakewich, Lakehead University "A must-read for anybody

interested in the erasure of women from the Western canon--in this particular case, as it regards the

social sciences themselves!" -- Otto Maduro, Drew University "I am so glad you decided to reissue

this book!" -- John J. Schneider, California State University, San Marcos "Despite discriminations,

women were part of the early sociological tradition. It is useful to have this convenient reference

work." -- Jonathan Turner, University of California, Riverside "It was an eye opener to discover the

extent of the political erasure of these women, and even the fact of the existence of Marianne

Weber and others . . ." -- Lynn Echevarria, Yukon College

An excellent book highlighting the importance of female sociologists to the field. Any kind of

information on these women is severely lacking, and this book is a well-written and interesting look

into the forgotten lives and contributions of these women. Even if you are not studying sociology - I

got this for my History of Social Theory class - this is fascinating and an easy read. Also includes

excerpts from the writings of these women.

used it for class

Wow, all women should know about the women who came before us and all they accomplished.

Great product. Fast delivery.

The other reviewer only talked about the compatibility of the Kindle version... which might mislead

people looking for the book into thinking it deserves a rating of 1/5. I did not buy the book from , but

have it at home, and the book deserves 5/5 (even just for the fact that it gives you access to a never

before translated text from Marianne Weber, the sociologist well known for her biography of Max

Weber, her husband, but less well known for her own work).

Extremely limited compatibility of "Kindle" version - not available on MOST versions of  Kindle, just



Kindle Fire, Kindle for PC (NOT Windows 8!) and Kindle for iPad.
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